UMN Fall 2009 Course vs. Event Time Utilization
8AM - 5PM

Twin Cities: 65% Event, 5% Class
MPLS: 67% Event, 5% Class
East Bank: 70% Event, 5% Class
West Bank: 58% Event, 5% Class
St. Paul: 48% Event, 4% Class

9AM - 2PM

Twin Cities: 71% Event, 4% Class
MPLS: 73% Event, 4% Class
East Bank: 75% Event, 3% Class
West Bank: 68% Event, 5% Class
St. Paul: 53% Event, 4% Class

5PM - 10PM

Twin Cities: 38% Event, 7% Class
MPLS: 40% Event, 7% Class
East Bank: 38% Event, 7% Class
West Bank: 44% Event, 8% Class
St. Paul: 24% Event, 4% Class
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